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…the real-time results of 

ATP testing were the 

most appropriate for the 

rapid turnover of 

endoscope equipment…. 

Endoscope Cleaning Verification Guide 

 

Background 

According to the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC), more healthcare-associated infection 

outbreaks have been linked to contaminated endoscopes 

than any other single medical device. Due to the invasive 

types of procedures in which they are used, flexible 

endoscopes are exposed to high levels of microbial 

contamination, which can create a dangerous vector for 

cross-contamination from patient to patient when not 

probably reprocessed between uses.  Proper 

reprocessing of reusable endoscopes requires several 

steps of cleaning and disinfection to effectively reduce 

bio-burden contained within the hard-to-reach and 

intricate channels of devices. It is important to note that 

the success of high-level disinfection and sterilization are 

dependent upon effective cleaning (the physical removal 

of soils). The purpose of this document is to provide 

guidance based on published and regulatory 

recommendations for evaluating the cleaning 

effectiveness of flexible endoscopes using various 

assessment tools available from Hygiena.      

Regulatory & Published Guidance 

While guidance from the US Food & Drug Administration (FDA) and CDC have strongly emphasized the importance of 

cleaning and sterilization of endoscopes, neither body specifically recommends a method for evaluating and monitoring 

the effectiveness of cleaning procedures. Instead, both FDA and CDC emphasize proper training on cleaning procedures 

according to manufacturer’s instructions and adherence to best practices as established by published research. In recent 

years (2010-2015), several of the published studies regarding endoscope reprocessing have assessed objective tools for 

evaluating proper cleaning and subsequent disinfection. Methods assessed include protein detection assays, traditional 

microbiology plating, and rapid adenosine triphosphate (ATP) testing. The research concluded in several instances that the 

real-time results of ATP testing were the most appropriate for the rapid turnover of endoscope equipment and results were 

commensurate with benchmarks for microbiology and protein testing. Across all of the 

research, two main sample types were used: (1) surface samples from inner channels 

or exterior surfaces such as the distal end of endoscopes, and (2) water samples of 

sterile water flushed through main inner channels or other difficult-to-clean specialized 

channels. Also addressed in the studies is the differentiation of manual and pump-

assisted cleaning methods and the personnel adherence to cleaning protocols 

regardless of method used. The studies suggest that regardless of the method used, 

the same level of cleaning thoroughness should be upheld in order for high-level 

disinfection and sterilization to be effective.  
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Practical Application  

In general, the endoscope reprocessing procedure suggested by manufacturers includes the following steps: 

 

Evaluation of cleaning effectiveness should be performed after cleaning and prior to disinfection and sterilization. After 

thorough cleaning and rinsing of enzymatic cleaners from channels of flexible endoscopes, the devices may be sampled 

internally and externally with surface swabs (Hygiena UltraSnap), channel sampling swabs (Hygiena EndoSwab with 

UltraSnap) and water tests (Hygiena AquaSnap Total). The following table explains the differentiation of each sampling 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RLU Limit Recommendations 

ATP test results are expressed in relative light units (RLU). Though these units vary per ATP test system manufacturer, they 

measure adenosine triphosphate in a sample. The relationships between manufacturer systems are known, as established 

by third party comparative studies. Thus published recommendations for critical RLU limits based on non-Hygiena systems 

can be converted to Hygiena RLU limits. The following are recommended RLU limits for the test formats described above for 

endoscopy applications, based on published researched and industry best practices.  

Test Format Pass RLU Fail RLU 

AquaSnap Total Water ATP Test 0-20 21+ 

EndoSwab with UltraSnap Surface ATP Test 0-45 46+ 

UltraSnap Surface ATP Test 0-10 10+ 

 

Precleaning Cleaning 
Disinfection 

and/or 
Sterilization 

Drying Storage 

•For testing flushed sterile water samples from internal channels 
and critical difficult-to-clean channels such as the elevator 
channel of duodenosopes. 

AquaSnap Total Water ATP Test 

•EndoSwab collects a surface sample the interior surfaces of 
main endoscope channels. The swab is used in conjunction 
with UltraSnap ATP tests. 

EndoSwab Flexible Endoscope Swab with 
UltraSnap Surface ATP Test 

•For testing the exterior surfaces of endoscopes, such as the 
distal end or channel openings. 

UltraSnap Surface ATP Tests 
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Testing Frequency 

The frequency and variety of testing formats used will be determined by several factors, including: 

 Number of technicians performing cleaning (variability in cleaning process adherence) 

 Frequency of reprocessing (frequent exposure to microbial contamination and biofilm buildup) 

 Scope design and associated risk (cleanability of scopes and internal channels) 

 Procedures being performed (patient risk) 

 Overall commitment to quality (thoroughness) 

At a minimum, Hygiena recommends testing every scope that is frequently used on a weekly basis for both internal and 

external cleanliness. An ideal monitoring program would collect tests from every scope after every single use. By collecting 

test samples daily, residue or bacteria buildup would be identified and mitigated before patient use and exposure. 

Data Analysis & Results Tracking Frequency 

Included with the Hygiena ATP Cleaning Verification System is 

complementary SureTrend Data Analysis software. Using the 

software, information such as scope serial number, test type, 

test location, cleaning personnel, time, and date of test can be 

tracked with each result. Collected data can be used to 

generate graphs and reports to detect cleaning issues, identify 

personnel training opportunities, and observe overall 

cleanliness of endoscope inventory over time.  

 

 

 

For additional support and training information, contact a Hygiena representative. 

Find research and additional documentation at www.hygiena.com/endoscopy 


